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Abstract. Protection of Bank Branches (BBs) represents an interesting setting 

where potential benefits deriving from the introduction of IoT technologies can 

give best results in terms of operational performances. In this paper we present 

main results of an ERFD funded project aimed to redesign BBs as smart 

environments. First, we summarize main results of a multiple case study among 

Italian banking groups aimed to characterize the problem. Second, we propose 

main characteristics of a cyber-physical-social space (CPSS) specifically 

designed to facilitate the rise of a smart BB. Third, we introduce the architecture 

of a cognitive protection system designed to manage a network of BB CPSSs 

belonging to a banking group in order to improve both the degree of security 

and safety inside the branch environment, and the operational performances of 

security management processes. 

Keywords: Internet of Things; Intelligent Protection System; Cyber-Physical-

Social Space; cyber-physical security; case study. 

1   Introduction 

Over recent years, the “Internet of Things” (IoT) concept is gaining more and more 

popularity. Since Ashton first introduced this term in 1999, dealing with the 

introduction of RFiD sensors in supply chain management [1], the concept has been 

evolving representing a new paradigm in which the Internet extends into the real 

world embracing everyday objects [2].  

At the core of the IoT there are the smart objects (SOs), which are physical things 

enhanced by electronic devices providing them with local intelligence and 

connectivity to the cyberspace [3]. Local intelligence means that SOs are able to 

sense/log/interpret what’s occurring within the surrounding environment. SOs are 

building blocks for a smart environment where different kinds of SOs continuously 

work to make human interactions more comfortable and safer [4]. New research 
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directions argue that sensing and connection is not enough: SOs should have the 

capability to learn, think, and understand both physical and social worlds [5]. This 

emerging need to empower IoT with a “brain” for a higher level of intelligence leads 

to a new paradigm named Cognitive Internet of Things [5]. Cognition refers to the 

ability to be aware of the environment and the human interactions, be able to learn 

from the past actions and use it to make future decisions that benefit the network [6]. 

Thus a cognitive information system is able to modify its behaviour on the basis of 

experience, data analysis and interaction of smart and not SOs. This approach 

challenges the way networks and systems are designed and operate with humans. 

Current industrial trends and initiatives aim to “connect the unconnected”, changing 

the way people and companies act every day in many key sectors, such as 

communications, health care, finance, education, transportation, manufacturing and 

agriculture [7]. An area that is becoming “a domain of major economic and social 

interest for the introduction of IoT” is the security domain [8]. Security of is a cutting 

edge issue gaining growing attention in recent years. Today, millions of connected 

devices are used to enhance protection levels of many types of infrastructures under 

the IoT paradigm [9]. 

Bank Branches (BBs) represent an interesting setting where potential benefits 

deriving from the introduction of IoT technologies can be best exploited. In fact, a BB 

can be seen as a worksite where humans interact among them and smart objects to 

carry out multiple banking activities (operational, economic and financial). The 

presence of such characteristics enables, in principle, the shaping of a BB as a smart 

environment and its devices controlled by a cognitive information system. 

Unfortunately, the lack of sensible efforts in improving the BB protection system 

represents the main hindrance to a full transformation of a BB in a smart environment 

[10].  

This paper reports results from the BaSS (Bank Security and Safety) project, 

funded under the EU ERFD program, which was aimed to support banking groups to 

design a Cognitive Information System able to improve: 

• the degree of security and safety inside the branch environment 

• the operational performances of security management processes 

2   Theoretical Background 

2.1 The BB Security Context 

Bank branches are physical spaces that, traditionally, represent the contact points 

between banks and their customers. Even if the growth of on-line banking is an 

undoubtable trend, consumers being still more likely to use on-line channels for basic 

operations continuing to rely on bank branches for more complex financial 

transactions [11]. Money transactions are moving from bank counter to remote 

controlled platforms which are accessible via web (Internet/mobile banking) or placed 

close to the branch (ATMs) [12]. At the same time, the branch’s physical layout is 

changing. Traditional “hard” security measures as visible security cameras, armour 

windows and metal detectors are going to be removed from customers’ sight. 
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Although such measures are important to give protection to structures and people, 

they can generate a bad feeling of impending danger that can persuade customers to 

avoid entering in the branch or to stay within the branch the shortest possible time. It 

is evident that the aim to reduce the sense of anxiety in customers, is in contrast with 

the need to guarantee protection of people and properties against criminal attacks. 

A criminal attack can be viewed as a sequence of actions happening in an 

interaction space, with the aim to obtain an unfair benefit and/or damage people or 

organizations [13]. The following table describes the categories of illegal actions (or 

threats) against BBs. 

Table 1.  Threats against BBs. 

Threat Description 

T1: Robbery stealing from a bank while bank employees and customers are subjected to 

force, violence, or the threat of violence, putting the victim in fear. 

T2: Theft the illegal taking of another's property. 

T3: Fraud is the use of potentially illegal means to obtain money, assets, or other property 

owned or held by a bank institution. 

T4: Damage intentional or unintentional harm to somebody’s property. 

 

FBI and EBF reports agree that criminal attacks against BBs are a problem that 

continues to take a toll on financial institutions and communities across the U.S. and 

Europe [14] [15]. Indeed, the growing number of attacks and their high rate of success 

prove that current protection measures are still not so efficacy and overall protection 

systems are far from the global security concept. 

The occurrence of terroristic and criminal attacks at the international level, 

emphasized the role of security and strengthened the importance to monitor and 

control critical. 

To improve degree of security and safety of people and goods inside a space an 

effective protection system is required. Conrath [16] defined protection as the set of 

measures that prevent or deter attackers from accessing to physical and logical 

resources and guidelines on how to design structures to withstand hostile acts. While 

in the past the emphasis was primarily addressed to the security of physical assets, 

today, businesses and public institution of all sizes and industries perceive a growing 

need to protect people and intangible assets, to preserve the continuity of their 

business processes. In this sense, new approaches in designing protection systems 

need to combine the security needs with those of operational freedom.  

2.2 Smart Environment as Cyber-Physical-Social Systems  

SOs are able to detect and interpret what is occurring in the surrounding environment 

(through an embedded sensor), interacting with other SOs, exchanging information 

with people and perform one or more actions through an actuator [17]. The 

integration of SOs within physical processes, by means of computation and 

networking features, shapes the so-called “cyber-physical system” (CPS) [18]. A 

CPS, which represents the technological layer of a smart environment, is able to 
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acquire and apply knowledge to offer context-based services to the environment [19]. 

A CPS integrates two main aspects: 

• a cyberspace, that refers to the generalized information resources, including 

virtual and digital abstractions to achieve interconnections among cyber entities; 

• and a physical space, that refers to the real world, in which physical objects are 

respectively perceived and controlled by sensors and actuators to establish 

interactions via the communication channels, remote collaboration, real-time 

localization, and autonomy maintenance [20].  

Two main functional elements characterize a CPS [21]: 

• Advanced connectivity ensuring real-time data acquisition from the physical 

world and information from the cyber space; 

• intelligent data management, analytics and computational capability that 

construct the cyberspace 

Basing on the CPS paradigm, applications have been developed to assist people 

activities in many domains which become smart environments: transportation and 

logistics [21], smart buildings [22], smart health [23], etc. 

New approaches tend to consider human factors as an integrant part of the CPS 

instead of placing them outside its boundaries. In this sense, many authors proposed 

the concept of Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS) [24] [25]. CPSS extends the 

concept of CPS, including the so-called “social space” domain, featuring human 

participation and interaction among humans as well as human-computer interaction. 

Hence, it is possible to characterize a CPSS as comprising the following components:  

• Social Space (SS): the human space containing human actors, relationships and 

user’s interconnected device (Internet of People – IoP) 

• Cyberspace (CS): the software based systems and the underlying infrastructures 

and platforms providing services to the users (Internet of Services – IoS) 

• Physical Space (PS): the physical world of interconnected SOs, including 

sensors, actuators and gateways (Internet of Object – IoO).  

When coupled, the above-mentioned components led to the definition of the 

following subsystems characterizing a CPSS: 

• Human Computer Interaction (HCI): The human is not just an operator in a smart 

environment, but he/she continuously interact with SOs/devices to get 

mobiquitous services. 

• Cyber social space (CSS): virtual worlds, social networks and internet based 

services allowing synchronous and asynchronous relationship among humans. 

• Cyber Physical Space (CPS): integration of software based systems, platforms, 

networking infrastructures and interconnected SOs and devices providing context 

based services. 

As stated in [25], CPSS appears to be an advanced version of the IoT paradigm 

where social attributes are considered to address the integration of computation, 

networking and physical processes aching the interfusion of the cyber–physical space 

and social space.  

From an operational point of view, the design of a CPSS can benefit of the recent 

advances in mechatronics which led to a new generation of multipurpose sensors, 

known as indirect or synthetic sensors [26]. According this approach, single physical 

sensor can detect different characteristics from the same signal, instead of requiring 
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the use of many sensors. The ultimate embodiment of this approach would be a single 

general-purpose sensor able to digitize an entire building. This kind of sensors can be 

attached to a variety of objects, and without modification, sense many facets [27][28]. 

Synthetic sensors overcome traditional limitations of limited sensing functionality, 

limited large scale interoperability and failure to provide complex interpretations of 

implicit assumptions [29]. 

3 Methodology 

With the aim “to develop technology-based solutions to important and relevant 

business problems”, the present study follows the design research paradigm proposed 

in [30]. As stated in [31], a design science research process can be summarized on the 

following three steps: problem identification, solution design and validation. 

The first step was aimed to highlight characteristics and weaknesses of the 

protection systems currently adopted by banking groups to protect security and safety 

of their branches. The framework methodology we have used at this step is based on a 

multi-methodological development approach that include a systematic literature 

research and review and interviews with experts. Literature review was intended to 

create a complete understanding of the BB security domain and IoT field of study. 

Moreover, we performed semi-structured interviews with a sample of convenience of 

six respondents who were working for primary Italian banking groups as security 

managers at the time of the study. The data gathering for the case study has been 

carried out in Italy during the last three months of 2016. The interviews were based 

on pre-defined open questions dealing with organizational and technological 

characteristics of the current protection systems. The second step of the methodology 

was aimed to propose an architecture for a cognitive protection system for BBs able to 

manage protection through a redesign of the BBs. In particular, we introduce a logical 

model of BB under a CPSS perspective and the architecture the architecture of the 

Intelligent Protection System – IPS, a cognitive platform designed to manage BB 

security. Third step consisted in testing activities in order to experiment it inside a BB 

context. 

4 The Italian BB Case Study 

4.1 The BB Protection Systems 

Measures to protect the BB environment can be classified according to the desired 

effect to a criminal attack: prevention and reaction. 

Prevention measures are static measures intended to prevent/obstacle harms to 

bank assets discouraging the potential criminals by doing the attack. Three typologies 

belong to this category: traditional “hard” measures (structural measures such as 

armour windows, armed guards, armour-plated doors, time lock doors); “soft” or 

psychological measures (i.e: transparent glasses or display panels which gives 
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information about the presence of security controls, etc.), and “technological” 

measures used to identify and enable/hinder people entering BB environment or 

interacting with ATMs, (e.g., secure ID generator, credit card; biometric data) [16].  

Reaction measures require the activation (automatic or human driven) of a 

countermeasure further to a risky event (i.e.: sound alarm, systems for tracing money, 

emergency calls to law-enforcement, etc.) [32]. Traditional ways to recognize suspect 

behaviours comes from perimetric/volumetric sensors and from two “analogic” 

systems that continuously monitor the environment: the armed guards and video-

surveillance system. In both cases humans, directly (the armed guards) or indirectly 

(the security guard looking at the video streaming from the control room) present on 

the scene are charged to pay attention to suspect behaviours of people who could 

attack the BB.  

Unfortunately, interviews agreed that security measures are characterized by low 

efficacy and by outdated and stand-alone mechanisms. Traditional “hard” security 

measures clash with commercial purposes of BBs. Protection measures currently 

adopted cannot constantly monitor the environment properly: traditional camera 

surveillance systems are characterized by low effectiveness due to the tiredness and 

the alienation of operators because of the repetitive nature of the job. Moreover, 

protection measures are incapable of retaining, storing and communicating data about 

their state in order to examine the contexts of BB. If available, contextual information 

could be used to support and enhance the ability to execute specific countermeasures 

by providing information and services tailored to the security needs.  

4.2 Towards a New Concept of BBs as CPSSs 

As emerges from interviews, the growing interest of criminals in attacking BB is 

directly related to the persistent use of obsolete security technologies that, moreover, 

are a source of organizational inefficiencies, high costs and are characterized by long 

reaction times and scarce level of effectiveness. 

The transformation of a BB in a smart environment can allow, in principle, to 

overcome these critical issues, improving security process performances and 

effectiveness against criminal attacks. In the following sections we summarize main 

characteristics of a CPSS specifically designed to facilitate the rise of a smart BB. In 

the so-called BB CPSS, protection measures, both smart and non-SOs, are capable of 

interacting among them and with humans through a digital network, to improve the 

BB security and safety management. Inside the BB CPSS, the cyber domains of 

communication and computing are combined with the dynamics of physical objects 

and their interaction with human actors proper of a BB setting [19]. After, we 

introduce the architecture of the IPS - Intelligent Protection System – which is the 

cognitive protection system designed to manage a network of BB CPSSs belonging to 

a banking group in order to improve both the degree of security and safety inside the 

branch environment, and the operational performances of security management 

processes. 
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4.2.1 The Logical Model of a BB CPSS 

Each BB environment is characterized by the presence of a set of context entities, 

intended as physical or conceptual objects which interact among them [33]. 

According to Ning’s view [25], it is possible to identify the subsystems which 

compose the BB CPSS and, for each of them, types of context entities interact inside:  

• Social Space (SS): all the human actors which interact inside a BB. Four category 

of human entities are identified: customers, employees, attackers and guards. 

• Cyberspace (CS): the local component of the IPS, that is a software based 

systems able to manage the security and safety operational process which happen 

inside a BB. 

• Physical Space (PS): physical SOs and non SOs involved in security and safety 

processes.  

The following table provide a description of the main context entities of a BB 

modelled as a CPSS. 

Table 2.  Main context entities of a BB modelled as a CPSS. 

Space Entity Entity detail Description 

SS People P1: Customer a person who is utilizing one or more of the services 

provided by the bank. 

  P2: Employee a person who works for a bank institution under a 

contract of employment. 

  P3: Attacker a person who is performing a criminal action to obtain 

an unfair benefit and to damage someone or something. 

  P4: Guard outsourced contractor monitoring for potential threats 

to BB, on-site (e.g. armed guard) and remotely 

(security guard inside the control room). 

CS IPS  A web platform based on a client-server architecture 

able to manage security and safety process within a BB 

PS Bank assets BAk the set of tangible and intangible goods that are 

threatened by criminal attacks. 

 Weapons  any device used with intent to inflict damage or 

threaten people, structures, or systems 

 Safety and 

security 

systems 

Non SOs static measures intended to prevent/obstacle harms to 

bank assets discouraging the potential criminals by 

doing the attack (e.g. structural measures such as 

armour windows, armed guards, armour-plated doors, 

time lock doors). 

  SOs SOs that leverage on IoT features to provide security 

and safety services. These systems require the 

activation (automatic or human driven) of a 

countermeasure further to a risky event. Such systems 

are based on HCI or machine-to-machine interactions 

 

Volpentesta et al. [34] proposed that every action performed by context entities 

inside a smart environment affects their state. Interactions between entities can be 

sensed, interpreted and mediated through IoT based protection systems. In certain 

cases, a subset of actions performed by humans in a BB can be recognized as 
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threatening and may trigger a sequence of security service actions (e.g. a 

countermeasure) involving people (attackers, customers, employees) physical goods, 

as well safety and security systems. We define “security patterns” the sequence of 

actions involving context agents within a bank branch in order to detect of a threat.  

In order to model security pattern, we used the following formalism. Let us 

consider Sk the set of all possible statuses of a Bank Asset BAk and Ak a non-empty set 

of actions that can be performed on BAk. We assume that any action a ∈ Ak, performed 

by an actor Pi-, determines a status change (from si,k to sj,k , i≠j, si,k sj,k  ∈ Sk) of a Bank 

Asset BAk. Each actor Pi is allowed to perform a set of activities Ak,i, where Ak,p ⊆ Ak. 

The triple BAk (Sk, Ak, P(Ak)) univocally identifies the interaction graph GBAk(N(Sk), 

E(Ak, P(Ak))), where N(Sk) is the set of nodes, and E(Ak,p) is the set of arcs determining 

the transaction from a node to another, due to an action a ∈ Ak, performed by an actor 

P. A dangerous situation is detected when a transaction from a node nx to ny is due to 

an action Ak such that a ϵ Ak and a ∉ Ak,p. A security pattern for a resource is a path p 

on the graph GBAk. Continuous interactions along the graph shape the logical model of 

the BB CPSS. Security patterns constitute the building blocks of a security 

infrastructure, in the sense that any security infrastructure comes out from a 

combination of some security patterns. Unlike traditional security systems, where 

sensors are only capable of detecting simple actions in an environment (eg motion 

sensors), the IPS allows security management procedures based on complex and 

structured events. For example, traditional sensors are able to sense simple events like 

“a strongbox is open” or “a human with a metal object is crossing the BB entering 

door” recognizing them as dangerous events. The IPS sensors are able to sense 

primary events and learn, reason, and more effectively interact with humans inside a 

BB, leveraging on machine learning algorithms to process the data collected and 

recognize only real dangerous situations. Appropriate machine learning algorithms 

enable the IPS to combine security patterns to infer secondary events. More formally, 

let PBAk. be the set of admissible patterns on GBAk, (i.e. a sequence of actions 

considered not dangerous for BAk’s safety and security), the IPS recognizes a threat 

when it identifies an interaction such that p∉ PBAk . In the previous example, the IPS 

recognizes that strongbox is open due to authorized scheduled refilling activities (p1) 

and the armed human is a guard already authorized to enter the BB (p2). Since both p1 

and p2 ∈ PBAk , both are “false positives” threats and the IPS do not activate any 

reaction measure.  

4.2.2 The Architecture of the IPS 

The IPS is able to manage many BBs as remote controlled CPSSs in order to both 

increase the degree of security and safety of the branches and reduce operational and 

management costs of the banking group protection system. We defined a logical and 

technological model allowing the remote management of the BB CPSSs, able to 

handle data coming from synthetic sensors, video surveillance (passive safety), and 

real-time reports from employees and sensors (active safety). The network 

architecture of the IPS is described below. 

• Local Nodes: A local node is a local protection unit of a BB charged to manage 

and control the BB CPSS. Local nodes make use of computer vision and 
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synthetic sensors technologies, able to carry out the local management of the 

signaling, comprising the correlation with the state of other software subsystems. 

Any local nodes interact with the central node. 

• Central Node: A control room that collects signals from each CPSS (local node), 

and is able to implement prevention or reaction risk protocols [35]. The central 

node uses embedded technologies in order to recognize each kind of threat. 

The IPS is a cognitive system since it is able to recognize the types of ongoing events 

in each BB and suggest (or automatically adopt) in real time a set of appropriate 

countermeasures. The IPS continuously updates and upgrades its security patterns 

since it is able to learn from past criminal attacks, adopted countermeasures and 

effects of such adoption. The IPS integrates efficient models and algorithms allowing 

the "unstructured events" video surveillance, in order to minimize the number of false 

positive alarms and to minimize the number of not identified risky situations. Smart 

cameras can be equipped with computer vision able to recognize human behaviour.  

The IPS data-processing architecture is based on a web-based multi-tier solution 

which makes use of an interprocess communication mechanisms typical of enterprise-

type solutions. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The network architecture of the IPS 

Figure 1 shows the different components of the IPS and how information flows 

occur from the BB CPSSs to the control room.  

• Sensor gateway: a network device able to collect heterogeneous data from 

sensors. 
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• Alert management: represent all the alarm warnings generated by the sensors 

(break-in, intrusion, etc.) that are sent as a textual list to the control panel 

• Data Communicator: transmission communication protocol among the 

recognition systems (which filter the alarms by assigning them a level of danger) 

and the platform that will display them on the control panel. This communication 

is based on XML / RPC web services. 

• Technical Operator Panel: web interface for technical operators in order to 

manage security activities at an operational level. 

• Operator Manager Panel: Management interface to analyse statistical data and 

setting up change to the security platform. 

• DB: is the Data Base where will be saved all the events and decisions taken. 

Naturally it contains the whole knowledge base of the system on the security 

measures, security patterns and the risk model. 

The human interaction with security services is mediated by a ubiquitous 

computing system and every smart object in the environment can potentially give 

either an input to the IPS or an output to each person inside the smart environment. In 

fact, the interaction is not centralized in a single device, but it involves a person, a 

potentially huge set of smart objects distributed in the real world, and many security 

services running on the system. 

5 Conclusions 

Several authors highlighted the need for an integrated approach to managing physical 

security [36]. Physical protection systems leverage not only on technologies, but 

integrate people, procedures and equipment for the protection of goods or services 

against theft, sabotage or any action aimed at harming people or property, implying 

the need for an integrated methodological approach. Physical security of people and 

spaces (e.g. workplace, private and public areas), is becoming increasingly important, 

and requires comprehensive and integrated solutions, characterized by ease of 

configuration and immediacy of use. 

The availability of a new generation of multipurpose and low-cost sensors enabled 

the opportunity to easily redesign physical spaces as smart environments. In order to 

exploit this opportunity, there is a need to design appropriate platforms able to 

manage and process data deriving from sensors. Thanks to the recent technological 

developments, it has become possible to integrate physical networks of SOs with 

cognitive systems where applications can use such an intelligent infrastructure to 

carry out data analytics, process optimization and decision support. In particular, we 

propose to deal with the traditional physical security issue of BBs under a CPSS 

perspective. The technological infrastructure of a BB can be modelled as a CPSS 

where smart and non-SOs used as protection measures, can interact among them and 

with humans through a digital network. Moreover, the introduction of an effective and 

tailored Intelligent Protection System is responsible to manage an analyze data 

acquired to synthetic sensors. 

The IPS we proposed combines a high level of security and safety within a bank 

branch to a more rapid access to the physical structure and an increased positive 
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feeling requested by the customers. The non-invasive sensor network designed within 

the platform realizes a more comfortable environment through the elimination from 

the customer's sight of protective elements of a crime, such as bars, revolving doors, 

gunmen, etc., which, although currently necessary to prevent robberies, increase the 

sense of anxiety. This is in line with the changing of commercial banking needs, 

whose marketing functions are pushing to let bank branches be more and more similar 

to selling point of other industries. 

Ongoing studies are testing a prototype of the IPS in order to experiment it inside a 

BB context. 
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